
A supporting act

xervon.com

With its qualified specialists, bespoke 

constructions and extensive stock of 

materials, XERVON ensures safe access 

is gained to facilities and buildings

> Scaffolding



> SCAFFOLDING

The best set up for you
The scaffolding needed to construct, service, maintain and repair buildings and industrial facilities 
plays a supporting role in the truest sense of the word. Be it industrial scaffolds, classic façade  
scaffolding, flexible solutions based on modular scaffolding systems or other special designs such as 
suspended or mobile scaffolding – there is no task that the XERVON scaffolding specialists are not 
able to solve.

Experienced and successful

Industrial projects put the creativity, flexibility and precision 

of our engineers and scaffolding specialists to the test again 

and again to come up with the best possible solution. We 

have repeatedly demonstrated our competence and exper-

tise in a countless number of wide-ranging and successful 

projects – for example when carrying out maintenance tasks 

in the chemical and petrochemical industries or at power 

plants or when providing regular services as part of the 

many long-term framework agreements we have with our 

clients. 

Our international and high-capacity services

As a XERVON customer, you benefit from a wide range of 

services covering all aspects around your core business. We 

offer you individual solutions with minimised interfaces 

as well as greater efficiency and cost effectiveness – and 

guarantee flexibility thanks to our stock of materials and 

strong resources. One of the main hallmarks of our company 

is the manner in which we continuously develop our net-

work and areas of expertise. With around 8,000 employees 

working on three continents, XERVON is an international 

service provider that has the best possible set-up to meet 

the challenges of a wide range of sectors, in particular in the 

process industry.

XERVON sends its wide 

range of specialists to wher-

ever they are needed – and 

has extensive stocks and an 

intelligent pooling system so 

that materials are available 

at short notice

Our business areas and core competencies in the field of scaffolding

Enclosed scaffolding
Suspended and special scaffolds

Classic façade scaffolding
Individual industria

l and system scaffolding

Special bespoke constructions
Platform construction Lifting work & mast climbing work platforms

Flexible mobile maintenance platforms & lifts
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XERVON works in seven different business areas and offers 
numerous specialist services for each individual area



> RANGE OF SERVICES

Services with a system 
Scaffolding plays a key role in ensuring that full and safe access can be gained to places that are 
particularly difficult to reach. XERVON customers can rely on our years of experience and our special 
bespoke constructions – and know that we are an expert service provider that always adheres to the 
highest safety standards.

XERVON offers precise  

execution, perfectly 

coordinated logistics and 

professional subcontractor 

management

Reliable solutions for each and every sector

Be it shipbuilding or bridge repair work, constructing a 

boiler or industrial maintenance: you are always provided 

with precise and cost-effective solutions that have been 

tried and tested in your sector – also and above all for major 

projects. Besides offering a wide-ranging portfolio of differ-

ent scaffolding constructions, we always adapt our services 

to fulfil your individual material, personnel and scheduling 

requirements.

Decades of experience of a wide range of sectors: numerous companies – both large and small – rely 
on XERVON’s scaffolding services. The majority of our projects are carried out in the chemical and 
petrochemical industries, steel and shipbuilding as well as in the energy and construction sectors

The majority of major projects need special constructions; moreover we 
are able to supply large quantities of material at very short notice

The XERVON experts not only need specialist structural engineering 
knowledge when erecting scaffolding around a ship’s hull but also  
creativity 



At XERVON, we believe it is 

our corporate responsibility 

to pass on our expertise to 

others. Each year, we offer 

around 100 apprenticeship 

jobs in both scaffolding and 

other professions to ensure 

we have a highly quali-

fied team of experts in the 

future too

XERVON also provides top quality logistical services when spherical 
tanks need to be serviced – supplying the enormous volumes of material 
needed to erect work platforms and protective scaffolding around the 
huge surfaces

Specific challenges – individual constructions

XERVON are specialists for bespoke constructions that  

are designed to meet complex structural engineering  

requirements. We provide unique solutions – especially for  

conditions that are particularly difficult – that guarantee  

the highest level of precision, efficiency and safety. 

Outstanding size for perfect results

XERVON is one of the leading international scaffolding spe-

cialists – and one of the most efficient logistics companies 

with over 100,000 tonnes of material in stock all around the 

world. This is where you benefit from being our customer: 

we guarantee that we can carry out projects quickly and at 

short notice and supply all necessary materials and person-

nel to ensure deadlines are met no matter how tight the 

schedule. Thanks to our nationwide network of locations, we 

are always on hand to help whenever we are needed.

We used a bespoke modular scaffolding system for St. Stephen’s 
Cathedral in Vienna which was erected around the building without the 
use of anchors

Erecting enclosed scaffolding 
around bridges whilst traffic 
continues to flow without inter-
ruption – such as during the Forth 
Rail Bridge project in Scotland – is 
just one of the many international 
tasks we are able to master

  Material: projects can begin at very short notice thanks to 

our stocks of over 100,000 tonnes of approved scaffolding 

material and our intelligent pooling system 

  Personnel: with our own team of over 1,000 scaffolding 

workers and specialists, we are always there whenever you 

need us and never fail to meet deadlines, no matter how 

tight the schedule

  Safety: risks are minimised thanks to our strict safety stan-

dards, which often go far beyond those prescribed by law 

  Experience: your projects benefit from our extensive 

know-how gathered from our decades of scaffolding 

activities and from the hundreds of complex scaffolding 

projects we carry out each year

  Structural engineering: in-house (recalculations / 

accessing our comprehensive structural engineering 

database) and in cooperation with specialist engineering 

firms; as a result, bespoke constructions can be designed 

safely and cost effectively and in the shortest period of 

time

  Subcontractor management: our professional subcon-

tractor management system guarantees both flexibility 

and safety

Your advantages of working with XERVON:



Safety is our hallmark
Work safety for employees, responsibility towards people and the environment: more and more  
attention is being paid to risk management in industrial businesses. In order to be able to meet  
these growing demands, XERVON has set itself high quality standards that are continuously being 
assessed and improved.

> QHSE

Our high standards are documented by numerous accredita-

tions and certificates. These include among others:

  DIN EN ISO 9001 (quality management)

  DIN EN ISO 14001 (environmental protection)

  KTA 1401 (quality management for nuclear plants)

  OHSAS 18001 (work safety)

  SCCP (unrestricted certification inc. petrochemical industry)

Be on the safe side with XERVON
!

Identifying hazards, preventing accidents

A good safety record is always a sign of high quality 

standards and high job efficiency. In order to be able to 

continuously optimise our above-average standards, we 

have developed a special instruction programme for our 

employees. This also applies in particular to our managers 

who are taught, among other things, how to avoid accidents 

caused by human behaviour. Our aim is to permanently 

sensitise all our employees and establish an optimal safety 

culture for the benefit of all those involved.

The high levels of satisfac-

tion among our customers 

prove we are right: we have 

developed long-term part-

nerships with many of our 

clients – also and especially 

when complex tasks need to 

be carried out

Controlled management of subcontractors

The high safety standards, which apply to our staff, are,  

of course, also valid for the area of subcontractor manage-

ment. We work exclusively with reliable, accredited and in-

house approved partner firms who we are sure can fulfil our 

quality standards. Moreover, we use an SAP-based system 

that continuously monitors all parameters required for the 

accreditation and informs us of any deviations.

Rapid availability of staff and materials, bespoke solutions
and, last but not least, completely fulfilling all work safety
requirements – this is what XERVON stands for
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XERVON is part of the REMONDIS group,  

one of the world´s largest recycling, service 

and water companies. The company group 

has more than 500 branches and asso ciated 

businesses in 34 countries across Europe, 

Africa, Asia and Australia. With over  

30,000 employees, the group serves around 

30 million people as well as many thousands 

of companies. The highest levels of quality. 

Working for the future.

XERVON GmbH // Head Office 
Emdener Str. 278 // 50735 Cologne // Germany 
T +49 221 7177-600 // F +49 221 7177-338 
info.xervon@xervon.com // xervon.com

A company of the REMONDIS-Group


